Abstract：In order to reduce the digital zenith camera identify stars data that exist in the gross error influence on astronomical calculating, improve positioning accuracy. The mapping relation between the CCD image coordinate system and the celestial tangent plane coordinate system is established by using the robust weighted hybrid least squares algorithm. Using the least squares algorithm did not consider of the errors in the coefficient matrix and the data of the gross error. So the least squares algorithm and the total least squares algorithm are effectively combined to form the hybrid least squares algorithm. Then the hybrid least squares algorithm is used for robust weighting, reduced the identify stars possible gross error in the data, and reasonable weight matrix is set in conjunction with the magnitude. Experiments show that the robust weighted hybrid least squares algorithm has high accuracy in astronomical solution.
INTRODUCTION
When using digital zenith camera positioning used Helmet model for conversion between coordinates [1] . The coordinates of the CCD image of the star and the coordinates of the celestial plane have some errors, and in the coordinate transformation parameters to solve the time often use the least squares algorithm [2] . The least squares algorithm only considers the error of the observation, but does not take into account the error of the coefficient matrix [3] , the overall least squares algorithm can take into account the error of the coefficient matrix and the observation [4] ,but the values in the overall least squares coefficient matrix contain some errors. In fact, there is a constant series (or row) with no errors in the coefficient matrix.In order to identify the coordinates of the star's coordinate transformation parameters with high precision,the least squares algorithm and the total least squares algorithm are combined to form a mixed least squares algorithm. The mixed least squares algorithm takes into account both the constant series (or row) in the matrix and the errors in the coefficient matrix and observations [5] [6] . However, there may be a rough error in the data, Considering the poor ability of the mixed least squares algorithm to resist the coarse error [7] , a robust weighted mixed least squares algorithm is proposed, the weighted star data is weighted and the influence of the coarse error on the solution parameters is weakened.
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION MODEL
In the process of positioning with a digital zenith camera meter, the star map of the zenith is photographed by the CCD star sensor. Through the star table for star map recognition, the establishment of the stars to determine the celestial plane coordinate system and CCD image coordinate system, the conversion between the two coordinates using Helmet conversion model, there are:
Where ( , ) u v is the tangent plane coordinate that identifies the star on the celestial sphere, the tangent plane coordinates are obtained by recognizing the red plate of the star. ( , )
x y is the coordinates of the CCD image identifying the star, by reading the CCD image coordinates. a 、 b 、 
When the number of identified star points is large, the equation (1) 
Least Squares Algorithm
When the number of identified star points is greater than the number of solving parameters, the least squares algorithm is used to solve the parameters. The least squares algorithm takes into account the error of the observation. The residual value is expressed byV , there are = -V Ax l (5) P is the vector of the observed vector, using the least squares algorithm
The value of the solvable parameter
The prerequisite for solving the parameters using the least squares method is that there is no error in the coefficient matrix A , but the coefficient matrix A is made up of the CCD image coordinates of the identification star in the process of positioning with the digital zenith meter. In the process of reading the image coordinates will produce a certain amount of error, that is, using the least squares algorithm can not eliminate the CCD image star point caused by the error, so the direct use of the least squares algorithm is unreasonable.
Total Least Squares Algorithm
The overall least squares are an algorithm that can take into account both the coefficient matrix and the errors in the observations. In the process of parameter solving, the total least squares algorithm should be used when the coefficient matrix and the observation quantity contain certain errors.
For equations = Ax l (8) When both the coefficient matrix and the observations contain errors, the equations can be expressed as:observations contain errors, the equations can be expressed as:
The overall least squares algorithm solves the value of parameter x in min [ , ] [ , ] = Q P respectively. The amount of error can be expressed as
Where 1 v is the error corresponding to the identification of the star in the tangent plane of the celestial sphere, and 2 v is the corresponding error in identifying the coordinates of the star in the CCD image. The criteria for the overall least squares estimation can be expressed as
In the star map matching may be due to star center of mass error or matching errors and other reasons to identify the star data contains coarse errors, the existence of coarse errors will directly affect the final accuracy of the parameters of the solution. While the overall least squares algorithm is less resistant to coarse errors. So the direct use of the overall least squares can not effectively eliminate the effect of coarse errors on the parameters.
Robust Weighted Mixed Least Squares Algorithm

Mixed least squares algorithm
The least squares algorithm is combined with the overall least squares algorithm to form a mixed least squares algorithm, which can take into account the errors of the coefficient matrix and the observation vector, and can take into account the constant columns in the coefficient matrix.
The coefficient matrix A and the conversion parameter x are decomposed into: 
Where m is the number of observations, n is the number of parameters to be estimated, 1
A is the constant column without error, and 1 n and 2 n are the number of parameters corresponding to matrices 1 A and 2 A , respectively. The equations can be expressed as: 
In the formula, 2tls
x is the result of solving the least squares algorithm.
Robust Weighted Mixed Least Squares Algorithm
When using the mixed least squares algorithm to solve the model parameters, the coarse error in the star data is not taken into account. And coarse error will have a greater impact on the parameters of the solution. So the hybrid least squares algorithm for robust weighting. The expression of the mixed least squares residual value is:
The parameters of the robust mixed least squares algorithm are:
( )
Where P is the weight coefficient matrix and the parameters calculated by the least squares algorithm are used as the initial values to do the above calculation until 
DATA ANALYSIS
During the calculation of astronomical localization, the celestial tangent plane coordinates and the CCD image coordinates of the star are included, and there is a rough error in the star data. In order to compare the effects of robust weighted mixed least squares algorithms on data processing, a set of data is simulated. Constructors Add some error to the data, and add a coarse error to the fourth data. The least squares, the least squares, the mixed least squares and the robust weighted mixed least squares pair coefficients are used respectively. For astronomical positioning, the conversion factor between the celestial plane coordinate system and the CCD image coordinate system will directly affect the solution center of the rotation center. So the accuracy of the coordinate conversion coefficient requirements is extremely important. To estimate the sum of the difference between the value of the parameter and the actual 
（23）
Compare the least squares, the total least squares, the mixed least squares, and the robust weighted mixed least squares algorithm can be used to derive the values in table 4. It can be clearly seen from the table that the value of the robust weighted mixed least squares algorithm is the smallest, indicating that the parameter value calculated using the robust weighted least squares algorithm is closest to the actual value and the highest accuracy. Followed by mixed least squares, least squares and total least squares algorithms, respectively, which represent the advantages of robust weighted mixed least squares algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In the process of astronomical positioning using the digital zenith camera, the solution of the coordinate system conversion parameter is very important for the solution of the station position.In this paper, the least squares algorithm and the total least squares algorithm are combined to form a mixed least squares algorithm, and the effect of coarse error on the solution result is eliminated by robust weighting. Through the analysis of the data, it is shown that the robust least weight algorithm is more accurate in astronomical positioning, and the calculated parameter value is closer to the actual value.
